Localization microscopy and multiple signal classification algorithm use temporal stack of image frames of sparse emissions from fluorophores to provide super-resolution images. Localization microscopy localizes emissions in each image independently and later collates the localizations in all the frames, giving same weight to each frame irrespective of its signal-to-noise ratio. This results in a bias towards frames with low signal-to-noise ratio and causes cluttered background in the super-resolved image. User-defined heuristic computational filters are employed to remove a set of localizations in an attempt to overcome this bias. Multiple signal classification performs eigen-decomposition of the entire stack, irrespective of the relative signal-to-noise ratios of the frames, and uses a threshold to classify eigenimages into signal and null subspaces. This results in under-representation of frames with low signal-to-noise ratio in the signal space and over-representation in the null space. Thus, multiple signal classification algorithms is biased against frames with low signal-to-noise ratio resulting into suppression of the corresponding fluorophores. This paper presents techniques to automatically debias localization microscopy and multiple signal classification algorithm of these biases without compromising their resolution and without employing heuristics, user-defined criteria. The effect of debiasing is demonstrated through five datasets of invitro and fixed cell samples.
independently such as done in LM. The analyzed temporal fluctuations are a result of blinking or bleaching dynamics of mutually independent emitters. There are few other methods in this family, summarized in 6 and more recently in 8 . Among these methods, only MUSICAL and Bayesian analysis of blinking and bleaching 9 reach resolution of less than 50 nm (2-point resolution) in their original form and unaided by hybridization with other methods. We note that the resolution values reproduced here are as reported in the main texts of the works 7,9 . Here, the effect of the chosen dye, labelling density, and experimental conditions are ignored, although these may have some effect on the achievable resolution. LM provides better two-point resolution than MUSICAL at ≈20 nm, although MUSICAL compares very well in terms of structural resolution, as seen in examples from EPFL dataset 10 in 7 . The core advantage of MUSICAL over LM is the absence of the necessity of sparse emissions and strongly reduced requirements on the number of frames. We note that multi-fluorophore localization approaches, such as [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , provide a slight advantage of density over single emitter localization approaches (only 5 to 8 fluorophores per square micron area per frame) 15 .
LM and MUSICAL not only differ in their requirements of spatio-temporal sparsity of emissions, they also differ in the treatment of the acquired data. LM processes one frame at a time such that spatial and temporal properties of data are dealt separately and sequentially. On the other hand, MUSICAL deals with spatio-temporal properties of data simultaneously by processing the entire image stack. As a consequence of these properties, LM and MUSICAL differ greatly in their treatment of temporal variations in the SNR in an image stack. LM counts all localizations with the same weight irrespective of their SNRs. Noisy localizations, which have a higher probability of being false localizations originating for example from background noise, are counted with the same weight as bright localizations, which almost certainly originate from the fluorescent labels. In this way, the potential false localizations often characterized with low SNR are inadequately over-represented in the final image. Most LM implementations suppress the contribution from false localizations by selecting only those localizations that meet certain criteria on intensity, spatial intensity distribution, or quality of its fit 16, 17 . However, this frequently involves certain level of arbitrariness in the form of user-defined thresholds. On the other hand, MUSICAL under-represents the frames with low SNR by delegating a relatively large part of the intensity to the null space that represents noise. Thus, LM and MUSICAL both demonstrate a biased treatment of frames or regions with low SNR, although in opposite fashions. Here, we propose debiasing techniques to improve the performance of these methods in cases where their outputs suffer due to the bias. We show the effect of debiasing results using five experimental datasets, one dataset of in-vitro actin filaments, one dataset of in-vitro microtubules, and three datasets of microtubules in fixed cells.
Materials and Methods
In-vitro actin filaments. This data corresponds to in-vitro sample 1 of 7 which is a stack of images of in-vitro actin filaments tagged with Phalloidin-Atto 565 dye in a STORM switching buffer. The stack has 10,000 images acquired at the rate of 200 frames per second in total internal reflection fluorescence microscope through a 100× magnifying oil lens of 1.49 numerical aperture. Emission wavelength of 593 nm was considered in the calculations. The readers are referred to the methods section of 7 for the sample preparation protocol and imaging details. The signal to background ratio for this data is ~2.
In-vitro microtubules. This data corresponds to 'Tubulins long sequence' data from the single molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) dataset 18 . It is an image stack containing 15,000 images of a sample of microtubules. The image stack was acquired at 25 frames per second through an oil immersion lens of numerical aperture 1.3. The pixel size is specified as corresponding to 100 nm in the sample space. The emission wavelength is specified to be 690 nm. The readers are referred to 18 for more details. The signal to background ratio for this data is ~3.
Microtubules in fixed cells. Fixed U2OS cells with tubulin immunolabelled by Alexa 647 were imaged by Nikon Eclipse Ti inverted epifluorescence microscope with NSTORM module (Nikon, Japan). The sample was illuminated in widefield mode by a 640 nm laser line through a 100× magnifying oil lens of 1.49 numerical aperture (HP Apo TIRF, Nikon, Japan). Optionally, simultaneous illumination by a 405 nm laser line was used to further promote the switching of the fluorophore between its bright and dark states. Stacks of 10,000 images were captured by Hamamatsu Orca-flash 4.0 camera at 100 frames per second rate. The total magnification of the microscope was adjusted by additional lenses to correspond to 108 nm per pixel. The cells were kindly provided by Dr. Ivan Novotný (Institute of Molecular Genetics of ASCR). They were kept in phosphate buffer which was replaced with STORM switching buffer 7 prior to imaging. The signal to background ratio for this data is in the range 3 to 7. Synthetic example. Synthetic example considers geometry of a fork. The fork has two prongs with an angle of 30° between them attached to a stem; each prong and the stem are 500 nm long and have randomly distributed 100 emitters, each. Blinking of emitters is simulated using Poisson blinking model, where the length of switching times t on and t off are computed using a Poisson distribution with the average on time τ = 5 on ms and the average off time τ = 95 off ms, respectively. The photon emission rate is assumed to be 10 5 photons sec −1 . For simulating blinking, we generate a random number for each active (unbleached emitter) in the range [0, 1] assuming uniform distribution and compared it with the function τ −t exp( / ) bleach where t is the time elapsed since the beginning of data acquisition and 540 bleach τ = ms is the time constant of bleaching. If the random number is more than the value of this exponential function, it is considered bleached. This process is performed for each active emitter before simulating blinking for the next frame. An imaging system with numerical aperture 1.49 and magnification 1 and a camera of pixel size 100 nm are assumed. Image stack contains 10000 frames acquired at an image acquisition rate of 50 frames per second and has a signal to background ratio of 100.
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0 01 0 1 and α = 4 for all the results where the entire image stack was used. Here, σ 1 is the largest singular value of the image stack. For the MUSICAL images computed using subsets of the image stack, the values of σ 0 were chosen according to the knee criterion discussed in the supplementary information of 7 . Soft window of size 7 and a Gaussian soft window function with the root mean square width of 3 were used for all MUSICAL results. The formation of the color map and the color values are derived directly from the supplementary information of 7 . The debiasing techniques for MUSICAL are applied on the image stacks before executing MUSICAL.
LM. rainSTORM implementation 19 of STORM was used as the representative of LM. For all the results, approximate radius of 1.5 was provided as input. A maximum of 10 iterations were used for the least squares fitting of each emitter. The relative tolerance of fitting was specified to be 0.001. The formation of the color map and the color values are derived directly from the supplementary information of 7 . For the data of microtubules in fixed cells, we generated LM results using both rainSTORM and NSTORM. We have purposely used the configurations which allow a parametric match between the rainSTORM implementation and the NSTORM implementation. Specifically, we used a thorough search segmentation for regions of interest in both the implementations and the same value of radii of PSF. We note that the default setting of NSTORM does not use a thorough search and thus provides better reconstruction with lesser artifacts. However, the specific details regarding such selectivity are unavailable due to proprietary nature of NSTORM. The additional default computational filters used in NSTORM are toggled off before generating the NSTORM results. If such filters are used, they are specifically reported with the corresponding figures. 
Results and Discussions
The biased role of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) in LM and MUSICAL. In LM, fluorophores blink so sparsely over time that the density of fluorophores emitting at a given time is small. Consequently, the likelihood of the emitters being optically separable is high. Subject to the number of photons emitted, shot noise, and electronic noise, the emitters can be localized using least squares error minimization or maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). The concept applies to all forms of localization microscopy and an excellent review can be found in 6 . We note that sparse temporal blinking or selective activation of fluorophores can be induced through the use of photo-activable or photo-switchable dyes and proteins, reductive oxygen-deficient imaging medium which regulates quenching and blinking in dyes, or use of high intensity laser for excitation or activation 20 .
MUSICAL computes eigenimages of the image stack and uses the singular values associated with them to classify them as belonging to signal (S) subspace or the null (N) subspace of the measurements. We refer the readers interested in the details of eigenimages, signal subspace and null subspace to the supplementary material of 7 . We briefly clarify here that eigenimages are the eigenvectors obtained after eigenvalue decomposition of the data matrix in which rows correspond to spatial information (pixels) in the image stack and columns correspond to temporal information (frames). Eigenimages are slightly different from the principal components in the sense that principal components are computed using the covariance matrix of the data matrix mentioned above. Thus, the mean component (i.e. mean image of the image stack 8 ) is retained in eigenimages but absent in principal components. Then, it computes the projections d s and d N of the point spread function at a test point on the signal and null subspaces. These projections indicate the extent to which the measured intensity corresponds to noise and to the photon emissions from the emitters. Lastly, it computes d d ( / ) S N α , a function that rewards the contribution to signal and penalizes the contribution to noise. A key parameter of MUSICAL is the threshold σ 0 on singular values that divides the measurement space into the signal and the null subspaces.
While the modus operandi of LM and MUSICAL appear different, they are tied together through the conceptual exploitation of noise in processing the raw data. The role of noise in LM is less apparent than in MUSICAL where it enters explicitly through d N . Consider the least squares error minimization approach of LM 21 . When fitting a two-dimensional Gaussian to noise, either the fit is very poor, the fact being reflected in the least squares error, or the fitted Gaussian is wide and inconsistent with the PSF of the system. LM rejects these cases since they do not meet internal criteria for localizations. (see 19 for example). Similar considerations apply for MLE approach 22, 23 .
LM and MUSICAL deviate from each other in their treatment of the temporal characteristics of SNR, and it is arguable that neither is optimal in their conventional form, as we explain below. LM performs localizations in each frame independent of the other frames and retains only the localized coordinates for forming the final LM image. In essence, this flattens the image stack temporally, where each frame is given equal weight irrespective of the SNR of the emitting fluorophores in the image stack. However, the measured fluorescent intensities exhibit temporal variations in response to natural photokinetic phenomena of fluorophores such as bleaching, changes in chemical composition of the imaging buffer during imaging 24 , or experimental intervention in photokinetics of fluorophores such as through activation of secondary lasers or increasing the excitation power. Examples to illustrate the temporal variations are presented in Supplementary Note 1. The consequence of the temporal variations is that the SNR of the frames may vary depending upon the fluorescence intensity, resulting in localizations of poorer quality (lower value of maximum likelihood or higher least squares error) for frames with low SNR. The poorer quality in turn may result in increased chances of imprecise, inaccurate, or false localizations. This is often SCieNtiFiC REPORTS | (2018) 8:4988 | DOI:10.1038/s41598-018-23374-7 manifest as cluttered background or random non-structural patches in the background. An example is shown in Fig. 1 . In this example, the yellow arrows in LM image show the clutter in background due to localizations performed on blobs in frames with poor SNR.
MUSICAL computes eigenimages and corresponding singular values from all the frames in the image stack. The frames with high SNR make larger contribution to the eigenimages with large singular values. Thus, whatever threshold is used for assigning signal and null subspaces, the signal subspace is biased towards the frames with high SNR. The risk of choosing smaller threshold is that the noise in the frames with low SNR contributes to the signal subspace (although under-represented) while the risk of using large threshold is that the signal in the frames with low SNR contributes negligibly to the signal subspace. Consequently, the MUSICAL reconstruction is noisy in the first case and it misses features with poor emissions in the second case. Examples of missed features due to poor emissions is shown in Fig. 1 using green arrows. Further illustrations with more details about the biases of LM and MUSICAL appear later in results for in-vitro actin filaments.
Through the above discussion, we highlight that in their current forms, LM and MUSICAL do not deal adequately with spatio-temporal variations of SNR. While LM may be prone to over-representing low SNR regions, MUSICAL under-represents the low SNR frames. In the next section, we present techniques to address this biased treatment by adequately compensating for spatio-temporal SNR variations encountered commonly in LM and MUSICAL data. Most importantly, the proposed techniques are very generic and fully automatic without the need for any user-defined parameters.
Debiasing LM. We do not alter the process and results of localization in each frame but modify the construction of LM image from the localization results. This is done through inclusion of temporal characteristics of intensities. The construction of LM image is mathematically expressed as:
where x and y represent the coordinates in the local lateral plane and k represents the frame number (i.e., the temporal coordinate). A discretized LM image is constructed as follows:
p p x y ( , ) p where x p and y p are the center coordinates of the p th pixel and Ω p is the spatial region spanned by the p th pixel. We note that advanced clustering approaches 25 such as k-means clustering and Voronoi tessellations 26 are being adopted recently. In such approaches, clustering equation can be represented as summation over a cluster rather than integration over spatial coordinates shown in eq. (3). Besides this, the general framework remains the same and the remainder of discussion remains applicable. In the conventional construction of LM, is set as 1, and 0 otherwise 16, 17 . This implies a strict retain-or-reject approach. We discuss examples of such filters while discussing the LM results for microtubules in live cells. We modify the function b x y ( , ) k for debiasing LM as follows: 
is the estimated number of photons emitted by the localized molecule. In this technique, we allow each localization to represent itself in terms of its estimated photon emissions. Since the estimated number of photons is directly related to the intensity and the SNR of the pixels participating in localization, both the SNR of the frame and the local spatial characteristics participate in the construction of the LM image in this technique. The debiasing technique is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
We investigated two additional techniques for debiasing LM in Supplementary Note 3 in order to assess the possibility of frame-wise weighing instead of localization-wise weighing described above. For convenience, we refer to the above presented technique as technique 1. Technique 2 debiases LM by weighing the localizations in a frame with the frame's average intensity. Technique 3 debiases LM by weighing the localizations in a frame with the average intensity of the foreground only. The technique to extract the foreground is discussed in Supplementary Note 2. Lastly, we consider one more debiasing technique that incorporates the information of local signal to background ratio through localization accuracy of each localization 21 . We refer to this as Technique 4. We discuss the techniques 2 to 4 and their comparison with technique 1 in Supplementary Note 3.
Debiasing MUSICAL
The details of MUSICAL can be found in 7 . Here, we assess the contribution of a frame to signal and null subspaces as a consequence of the threshold σ 0 . Let the image in the k th frame be denoted as I k . Let weighted image frames be collected in an image stack I such that each column in the matrix I is w I k k . For the conventional form of MUSICAL, w k = 1 is used.
Let the singular values of the image stack I sorted in descending order be denoted as 1 σ , 2 σ , …, i σ, …, σ N K min , , where N and K are the number of pixels in the selected spatial window and the number of frames in the image stack. It was shown in 8 that the eigenimage corresponding to σ 1 denotes the mean image of the image stack. We define
Then, σ ν / 1 denotes the ratio of the mean intensity to the portion of image stack relegated to the null subspace. If all the frames are given the same weights, i.e. = w 1 k is used, then the portion of the frames which are relegated to the null space is constant irrespective of the frames' intensities. While this fares well for Gaussian noise, it is unsuitable for microscopy images which have Poisson noise that varies with the signal strength. The debiasing technique proposed for MUSICAL uses w k defined as follows: where ′ r denotes a pixel, F denotes the foreground in a frame, and ′ N r is the total number of foreground pixels. The debiasing technique is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The image stack formed with weighted image frames is then used as input for the MUSICAL algorithm.
Our foreground detection technique is presented in Supplementary Note 2.We highlight that this foreground detection technique is different from the conventional foreground detection by thresholding the intensities which exploit the assumption of bimodal distribution of histogram of intensities (HoI) in an image 27 . Our approach models the histogram of the logarithm of the HoI in an image frame as a bimodal distribution for extracting the foreground. Other approaches for foreground detection may also be suitable 28 .
In the proposed debiasing technique, all the pixels in a frame are weighted by the same value of w k . Thus the signal to background ratio of the frame remains unchanged and no local spatial variations are introduced in the frame. Also, note that the weighing does not alter the signal to noise ratio of any pixel in the frame, but makes the intensities of the foreground comparable across the frames. Fig. 2 , however more than two frames are needed in MUSICAL for imaging two independent emitters 7 . In the original MUSICAL, the frames are used directly in the MUSICAL algorithm. In the debiased MUSICAL, we determine the intensity of the foreground in each frame and weigh the frame such that all the frames have similar foreground intensity. The weighed frames are then used in MUSICAL to reconstruct the debiased MUSICAL image. For convenience, we refer to the above proposed technique as technique 1 in Supplementary Note 4 for debiasing MUSICAL. We investigated two additional techniques for debiasing MUSICAL, which are presented and compared with technique 1 in Supplementary Note 4. Technique 2 uses the average intensity of the frame to debias MUSICAL while technique 3 uses the standard deviation of the intensities in the frame to debias MUSICAL.
In-vitro actin filaments.
This data corresponds to the in-vitro sample 1 of 7 . This data was used to generate the LM and MUSICAL results in Fig. 1 . The mean image of the image stack, the results of the original form of LM and MUSICAL, and the results of debiased LM and debiased MUSICAL are given in Fig. 4 . The yellow and green arrows from Fig. 1 are replicated here for qualitative comparison of the effect of debiasing. Consider the intensities of original MUSICAL and debiased MUSICAL at section D plotted in Fig. 4(e) . The capability of debiased MUSICAL in enhancing the features corresponding to low SNR is evident. Similarly, debiasing LM has resulted in suppression of the LM intensity as the locations of yellow arrows. This is further validated through section E shown in Fig. 4(g,h) . Intensities of original LM and debiased LM for this section are plotted in Fig. 4(j) . It is seen that the debiased LM reduces the intensity of the blob corresponding to low SNR. Yet, the spreads of MUSICAL and LM do not degrade due to debiasing, as seen through the plots of intensities at cross-section C, Fig. 4(a) . The legend for subfigure (a) is the same as Fig. 5(b) . The brightness of (b,e,h) represents the number of localizations and have the same scale, (c,f,i) represents the MUSICAL intensity and have the same scale, and (d,g,j) represents the estimated number of photons emitted from the localized emitters and have the same scale. The pixel size in the reconstructed images (c-h) is 13 nm.
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Further, qualitative inspection reveals that the debiased MUSICAL image has several features that are missing in the original MUSICAL image but present in the original LM image. On the other hand, the debiased LM image has several qualitative similarities with the original MUSICAL image.
Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index is used to quantify the perceptual similarity between two images 29 in terms of their structures. Since the super-resolution images generated by different approaches are not comparable directly in terms of the pixel-by-pixel differences, SSIM is better suited than other image comparison metrics such as mean square error or peak signal-to-noise-ratio for comparing super-resolution images of different algorithms. The SSIM values of various pairs of images is also given in Fig. 4 . It is seen that the SSIM values for the pair 'original MUSICAL -debiased LM' and the pair' debiased MUSICAL -original LM' are better than the pair 'original MUSICAL -original LM' by >2%. This indicates that the debiasing techniques for both techniques indeed compensate for the biased representation of frames with low SNR.
We consider points A and B shown using blue colored '+' and large blue colored arrows in Fig. 4 for an insight into the debiasing techniques. The detailed results for point A and point B are shown in Figs 5 and 6 , respectively. , where w k from eq. (6) is used for debiasing MUSICAL. Then J / 1  σ ν is the threshold for the weighted image stack, where σ 1 and v are calculated for J and J  is the mean image of J. Then in the context of the original frames I k , the contribution to null subspace is given by
. This is shown using a cyan line. Interestingly, the cyan line is quite close to the magenta colored dashed lines which represent the contribution to the null subspace of the corresponding sub-stacks. This shows that the threshold represented by cyan line is more effective in relegating suitable portion of the intensity to the null subspace.
Lastly, we use LM to determine the frames in which there is a localization in a small region (diameter 16 nm) centered at the point A or B. The estimated number of photons computed by LM in these frames is denoted by the amplitudes of the orange spikes in these plots. Original form of LM simply uses the number of frames in which there were localizations (i.e. number of spikes). Debiased LM on the other hand uses the amplitudes of these spikes as well. Now, we discuss the results of sub-stacks A1 and A2. It is evident in Fig. 5(a) that the localizations from LM are concentrated mainly in the trailing frames in sub-stack A2. Their localization strengths are small in comparison to some localizations in Fig. 6(a) . Thus, though there are localizations in these last frames, they may represent late emitting emitters or simply noise.
Results of LM and MUSICAL are similar for sub-stack A2. However, MUSICAL result for the entire stack ( Fig. 4) shows negligibly small MUSICAL intensity at point A. This is because MUSICAL for the entire stack is dominated by a threshold significantly higher than the threshold for sub-stack A2 alone. This is evident in the red dashed line and the magenta dashed line in sub-stack A2 in Fig. 5(a) .
On the other hand, debiased MUSICAL shows a spot at the point A in Fig. 4 since the debiasing helps the MUSICAL threshold to adapt to these later frames as shown through cyan line in Fig. 5(a) . For the sub-stack A2, the results of debiased LM and original LM appear similar since the estimated number of photons is relatively the same for all these frames. However, the total number of photons estimated at point A is much smaller than point B. Thus, the spot at point A clearly seen in original LM is significantly suppressed in debiased LM in Fig. 4 .
Sub-stack A1 is a trivial sub-stack with hardly any localizations. This is possibly a situation of high background due to other emitters in vicinity, but no local emissions in this temporal window. With an appropriate threshold for this sub-stack, MUSICAL shows a relatively flat reconstruction analogous to background. However, original LM is the most effective since there are almost no localizations. Although debiased LM generates spurious spread of intensity comparable to the debiased LM for A2, it is still insignificant in comparison to debiased LM for point B.
It is seen in Fig. 6 that the MUSICAL images for sub-stacks B1-B3 match very well with the debiased LM for the respective sub-stacks. This example illustrates how debiasing LM and MUSICAL may be able to bring them to a similar treatment of SNR, in which the frames with low SNR are neither over-represented not under-represented. Interestingly, MUSICAL images of none of these sub-stacks are close to the MUSICAL image or debiased MUSICAL image for the entire image stack shown in Fig. 4 . The same applies for LM and debiased LM as well. This is because the fluorophores that emit in these sub-stacks are only a subset of all the fluorophores.
In-vitro microtubules. This data corresponds to the 'Tubulins long sequence' data from the SMLM dataset 18 , which is characterized by extremely sparse emissions captured over 15,000 frames. The mean image of the image stack, the results of the original form of LM and MUSICAL, and the results of debiased LM and debiased MUSICAL are given in Fig. 7 . For this example, the effect of debiasing LM is prominent. The SSIM for the pair 'original MUSICAL -debiased LM' is >3% better than the SSIM for the pair 'original MUSICAL -original LM' . However, debiasing of MUSICAL is ineffective. This is the consequence of very sparse emissions. Because of the high sparsity of emissions, the effective size (number of pixels) and mean intensity of the foreground does not change significantly over the frames. Thus, w 1/ k is flatter in comparison with the previous data. This is shown in Fig. 8 . This indicates that debiasing of MUSICAL is helpful in conditions not characterized by extremely sparse emissions, in which case it is trivial. On the other hand, debiasing of LM can be effective in most situations where LM is applicable.
Simulated example of fork. In order to further illustrate the points discussed before, we consider a synthetic example of a fork as shown in Fig. 9 . The details of simulations are provided in the methods. This example illustrates high density of emitters at the junction of the prongs whereas sparsity along the open ends of the prongs and the length of the stem. The positive effect of debiasing LM is clearly evident in the stem and in the suppression of false localizations in the background. However, the mislocalizations get emphasized in debiased LM at the junction of the two prongs. On the other hand, the positive effect of debiasing MUSICAL is more pronounced at the junction of the prongs.
We use this synthetic example to illustrate an advantage of the proposed debiasing of LM. The histograms of the intensities of original and debiased LM are shown in Fig. 10(a,b) . Since the original LM counts the number of localizations, the histogram of original LM is discrete. On the other hand, the range of photon counts is very large to provide a practically smooth distribution. Here, we have used 2000 histogram bins in Fig. 10(b) . This provides a unique opportunity for flexibly segmenting the debiased LM images. As an example, we show segmentations using discrete values of original LM image of fork in Fig. 10(d) and different ranges of debiased LM image in Fig. 10(e) . It is seen that none of the five segmentations in Fig. 10(d) are able to isolate the features of fork from the incorrect localizations. On the other hand, segmentations corresponding to ranges A and B in Fig. 10 (e) are more effective in suppressing the inaccurate localizations. Practically speaking, if the expected number of photons from a single emitter and the density of emitters can be estimated through information about the dye or post-processing, reliable segmentations of the structures can be derived.
Microtubules in fixed-cells, debiasing of two different implementations of LM. This section
considers three datasets of microtubules in fixed cells. We use these examples to show the effect of debiasing LM on different implementations of LM and how debiasing may be used for bridging the gap between two different implementations and emphasizing the features characterized by better signal to noise ratio, irrespective of the implementations of LM.
We use rainSTORM and NSTORM implementations, rainSTORM being an open source implementation of least squares based localization and incapable of separating two molecules that are within diffraction limit and emitting simultaneously. The exact details of NSTORM are unavailable due to the proprietary nature of the implementation; the documentation of NSTORM indicates only that the localizations are obtained by Gaussian fit and that NSTORM allows localization of molecules with overlapping peaks. We used a thorough segmentation of regions of interest in both the implementations and the same value of radius of PSF. We note that the default setting of NSTORM does not use a thorough search and employs filters for selecting better localization. The default configuration of NSTORM thus provides better reconstruction and generates lesser artifacts such as granulated background observed in Fig. 11(d,i,n) . The specific details regarding segmentation in NSTORM are unavailable. But, the filters of NSTORM in the general context of LM are discussed later through Fig. 12 and compared with debiased NSTORM results.
The mean images of the three datasets are shown in Fig. 11(a,f,k) . The original reconstructions of rainSTORM and NSTORM are given in Fig. 11(b,g,l) and (d,i,n), respectively. NSTORM shows artifacts in the background due to the post-processing filters toggled off in executing NSTORM. Such artifacts or background may be introduced in the super-resolved image either due to computational aspects of specific implementations of LM as well as due to population of diffusing emitters or other sample dynamics. The debiased rainSTORM and debiased NSTORM reconstructions are shown in Fig. 11(c,h,m) and (e,j,o), respectively. Not only the artifacts in the original NSTORM results are suppressed due to debiasing, the debiased images of both implementations provide better mutual agreement in the structural details. The insets for the results of the second dataset further affirm the structural agreement after debiasing. As discussed before, heuristic filters are commonly used for selecting the localizations used for constructing LM images as an indirect way to suppress poor localizations due to poor SNR. Examples of such filters include thresholding on the axial ratio of the fitted 2-dimensional PSF (referred to as axial ratio), width of the fitted PSF, and the height of the Gaussian fit of localization. Often a combination of these is employed, including in NSTORM. We consider the example of cell 2 and show the results of NSTORM images with such filters in Fig. 12 . It is seen that the debiased NSTORM image ( Fig. 12(i,m) ) without using any filter is qualitatively comparable with the most filtered NSTORM image ( Fig. 12(d,h) ). Debiasing of filtered NSTORM results ( Fig. 12 (j-l,n-p)) provides marginal improvements over the debiased NSTORM image of unfiltered localizations ( Fig. 12(i,m) ). Thus, the utility of proposed non-heuristic debiasing technique for LM as an automated way of giving preference to good localizations while not rejecting poor localizations completely is demonstrated. We also note through Fig. 13 that debiasing does not miss localizations. It simply modulates the weight of each localization and provides flexibility of segmentation, as demonstrated in Fig. 10 .
Conclusions
This work investigates the role of temporal variations in SNR in the state-of-the-art LM and MUSICAL techniques. It is demonstrated that the conventional form of LM over-represented the frames with lower SNR while MUSICAL under-represents the frames with lower SNR. To the best of our knowledge, such bias is identified explicitly and treated for the first time. We present techniques for debiasing LM and MUSICAL which show effectiveness in compensating for this bias without deteriorating the structural resolution of LM and MUSICAL. Importantly, we show that our debiasing technique for LM is a good candidate for introducing automated, non-heuristic, and soft weighing of localizations in comparison to the conventional retain-or-reject approach based on heuristically defined filters. We also present an insight into these techniques and identify the conditions in which they can be effective. We note that the debiasing techniques presented here are not they only techniques and may not be the best techniques for debiasing LM and MUSICAL. We recognize that more work is needed for finding elegant solutions that completely overcome such bias. Figure 13 . Binary segmentations of yellow boxes in Fig. 12(h,l) show that debiasing does not miss details. (a) Shows binary segmentation of the original LM using threshold on the original LM intensities (e1). (b) Shows binary segmentation of the debiased LM using threshold on the debiased LM intensities (e2), whose histogram and the heuristically chosen threshold are shown in (c). Details about histograms are in Supplementary Note 5.
